1. Pinart removed human remains and artifacts from the West Berkeley Shellmound (refer to #1-#7) – West Berkeley Shellmound (refer to #8-#10, #22) – Professor Merriam (UC Berkeley) will be commencing studies at the mound (refer to #15). Graduate students will be assisting to study them “scientifically” (refer to #16) – disappearing, being used for street purposes (refer to #25) – rapid hauling of the shellmound at 2nd and Hearst for “street purposes” (refer to #27) – another article on the same activity (refer to #28) – R.S. anecdote (refer to #33) – the mound rose 25 feet to its apex (refer to #36) – unearthed some ‘70 human skeletons’ (refer to #38) – UC graduate research archeologist James Bennyhoff estimated 20’ high mound and inhabitants: 20’ high mound and inhabitants lived sedentary life for 1,000 years a the “garbage pit and burial ground” (refer to #39-#41)

2. Franklin House (refer to #10)

3. Between 2nd-3rd Streets on Bristol the street was in very dangerous condition caused injudicious shellmound digging (refer to #1-#7)

4. One skeleton discovered (refer to #11) – found 10ft. Deep (refer to #12)

5. General statement about streets paved with native sod (refer to #13)

6. Man discovered a human skull ten feet below surface at Bristol St. (Hearst), west of 2nd St. It is also noted that several years prior to the article’s printing, the same mound was a “favorite resort of Indian relic-hunters; but until recently it has remained unnoticed and apparently forgotten.” (refer to #14)

7. Foot of University, general location assumed (refer to #17). Findings on the bay shore (refer to #18). Mounds at West Berkeley Shore (refer to #19-#21) – West of Second St. (refer to #34) – at the foot of University, there was a village (refer to #42)

8. 1903 article documents the Shellmound on Everding’s mill (refer to #23) – 1903 - Shellmound “in the rear of Everding’s feed store and mill” – South side (refer to #24)

9. 1919 4th St. (refer to #26)

10. Presence of a now-destroyed mound, within a couple blocks east – dug up during construction (refer to #26) – cultural remains even further East by some hundreds of feet, general area assumption (refer to #26) – 5 blocks East of 1900 Fourth 150-200’ in each direction (refer to #37) – R. Schwartz revealed shell scatter with aged bone visible at a site some few blocks east of the 1900 Fourth (refer to #44) – SE of 1900 Fourth just E of San Pablo 2007 pedestrian by R. Schwartz survey (refer to #45)

11. Remains dug out of shellmound behind Everdings mill at Second and Bristol (refer to #30) – unearthed at during city sewer repairs by city in the street intersection of Hearst and Second (refer to #43)

12. “Tiny sea shells” in proximity is found within blocks of the 1900 Fourth to the NW, police said it was an Indian burial mound (refer to #31)

13. A pelvis unearthed at Third and University, under elevator shaft (refer to #35)

14. R. Schwartz found significant shell scatter on north side of Hearst, general area assumption (refer to #46)

Note: Records and photos of collections donated to California Academy of Sciences (refer to #47)

*Duplicate deleted: #29, #32